
Crazy Creatures

Time: 250-300 million 
years ago
Period: Carboniferous 
and Permian

Your task 1: Draw Edaphosaurus. It had:
A small, square head
A wide, thick body
A large semicircle sail on its back
Sprawling legs with big claws 

Edaphosaurus 
boanerges

Edaphosaurus  was a large synapsid that 
lived in North America and Europe 300 
million years ago. 

Edaphosaurus looked similar to a much 
more famous creature but was very 
different, with a tiny head and huge, 
unique teeth. 

It had a huge sail on its back that remains a 
bit of a mystery to this day!

The Sail-Backed 
Herbivore



Your task 2: Edaphosaurus sail was made from skin stretched between spines 
of bone. There are lots of reasons an animal might have a big sail like this one. 
What do you think Edaphosaurus used its sail for?

Creature Fact! Your task 3: Edaphosaurus looks similar 
to another famous creature. Do some 
research to find out which one!

Your task 4:  Edaphosaurus had many smaller pointy teeth and two giant teeth 
almost as big as its entire mouth! Why do you think it had such big teeth? 

Edaphosaurus 
means 

“pavement 
lizard” it is 

named after its 
unusual teeth!



CRAZYOMETER!
 How weird do you think this creature was?

Boring! Yeah Ok A bit weird Really weird! Woah!

Your task 6: Edaphosaurus had a huge body and a tiny head. Lots of animals 
that eat plants have big bodies and small heads so they can fit in lots of 
stomach to digest their food. Can you name four other animals that have a very 
small head and a big body? 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Research key words:
Synapsid
Dimetrodon
thermoregulation

Your task 5: Edaphosaurus might have used its sail to show off! That means it 
would have really bright colours. Colour in the sail below with the colours you 
think it had!



By Nobu Tamura  http://spinops.blogspot.com/   
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=49330643

By Daderot - Own work, CC0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=19814010
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